Aptiv reconfigures safety to slash costs

Centralized vehicle processing means lighter weight, better views
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Demand for active safety systems is increasing the number of sensors in cars, but technology supplier Aptiv believes it can significantly reduce costs by using a central processor.

The Ireland-based company says it will launch a scalable platform that links sensors within a car to deliver up to Level 2-plus autonomy. By replacing smart sensors with simpler versions that feed into a central processor, Aptiv claims it can cut an automaker’s cost for an advanced driver assistance system by nearly 90 percent for vehicles using the same architecture.

The cost reduction would be 50 percent for vehicles on different platforms, David Paja, president of Aptiv’s advanced safety and user experience division, told journalists during an online briefing this month.

Paja said Aptiv’s new system will be available with Level 2-plus capability next year, adding that it would also be possible to provide over-the-air updates to the technology.

Level 2-plus

Level 2 systems that are in use by multiple automakers combine features such as adaptive cruise control and lane keeping to assist the driver in traffic jams or when traveling on the highway.

Level 2-plus systems provide more assistance, giving it to the central processor. The system fuses up to 96 objects into a single view, giving clearer warning of danger ahead, even if that danger is obscured from the view of one or more sensors, the company said.

Aptiv makes its own radar and cameras and works with Mobileye on vision algorithms to understand what sensors are seeing. It also provides the central controller and software, although automakers can add elements of their own.

The first car equipped with Aptiv’s centralized active safety processor was the Audi A8. The automaker’s flagship sedan was expected to be the first car to offer Level 3 autonomous driving, which would take control of driving under certain conditions.

However, Audi never received regulatory approval to activate the system and this year abandoned plans to introduce Level 3 autonomy on the A8.

Aptiv estimates that half of all cars sold today have some active safety features, which include automatic emergency braking. The supplier expects that number to rise to 70 percent by 2025.

Popular features

About 30 percent of Aptiv’s total revenue in 2019 came from its advanced safety and user experience division. Features such as blind-spot warning, adaptive cruise control and active lane keeping have proved popular with buyers, Paja said.

“In the entry level, it’s driven by legislation,” Paja said. “But what drives the bigger focus is the consumer pull.”

Aptiv rivals in the sector include Robert Bosch, Continental, Magna International and Veoneer. When informed that a rival claimed to have a system that could reduce the cost of advanced driver assistance by such a dramatic amount, Veoneer CEO Jan Carlson was skeptical.

“If someone says that is possible, I would want to know more about how that was achieved,” he told Automotive News Europe.

But Carlson agreed that the cost of active safety solutions will go down “with the scale effects of deploying a technology throughout a fleet.”

“The industry is undergoing a step change as central computing gets introduced to the architectures,” he said.

Carlson: “Step change”

Aptiv ranks No. 18 on Automotive News’ list of the top 100 global suppliers, with worldwide sales to automakers of $12.8 billion in 2019. 

Aptiv’s system combines 96 objects into a single view.

“In the entry level, it’s driven by legislation. But what drives the bigger focus is the consumer pull.”

David Paja, president of Aptiv’s advanced safety and user experience division

Suppliers to the 2020 Mercedes-Benz GLS

Engine compartment: Acoustics package
Carcoastics
Transmission oil pan module
Filtran
Forged aluminum wheel
SuperAlloy Industrial
Rear compartment latch
Kiekert
Waterborne basecoats
HemmelRath
Woven container
Woco Group
Tuffed carpets
Autoneum
Roof spoiler
Motherson Group
Center console
Grammer
Rear floor
Gestamp
Steering column
Schaefler
Alloy wheels
Ronal Group
Panorama roof
Webasto
Front sideshfts
GKN Automotive
Door modules
Brose
All exterior glass
AGC Automotive North America
Display:MIL
Dr. Schreiber Unternehmensgruppe

Water management system (cowl cover)
Hirschmann Automotive
Connector housing for interior/body
Underbody trim panel: spring link
Nifco-KTW America
Engine: plastic housing modules
ElringKlinger
Underbody heat shields
LDALL
Cross car beam
Shiloh Industries
Brake & fuel lines
TI Fluid Systems
Modular headliner
GRP Antolin
Steering components
Rollax
Hood hinges
EDSCHA
First Aid Kit
DC Safety Sales
Thrust washers
Rheinmetall Automotive
Engine oil cooler
Dana Inc.
Pinions (Powertrain)
Hirschvogel Automotive Group
Threesome: Brakes
Friedrich Bosen
Mbusx Multimedia system
Harmann
Custom brake line routings
Hellermann Tyton

Suppliers wanted: Content for cutaways represents a sampling of global suppliers surveyed across 400+ components and systems. If you’d like to be included in cutaway surveys, please contact aman.kapoor@ihsmarkit.com or visit autotechninsight.ihsmarkit.com